
Top moving company

Get experienced, professional movers within no time
Relocate with us; let us pack and move for you

Moving is an arduous process. You have to look for many things. Listing out all the luggage to
move along, making a record of important files, and keeping in the notice the precious and
expensive items. This is all a stressful activity. In all this hassle, 1classmoving group takes the
action of providing you best professional movers that will make you

● Pre moving plan
● All products packing
● Moving the goods and chattels
● Providing you storehouse facility for time being storage of items
● Unpacking of luggage
● Settling the items to your new home/office

1classmovinggroup is a Florida-based nationwide moving company that aids you at the time you
need the most. Along with all your stress, a relief system will be provided by our professional
movers. Your time and items are all saved by the 1classmoving group.

Ask for any service, you want customizable packaging or personal user service. Call us virtually,
we will be there before time, making sure all the packing, moving, storing, long-distance
shifting, residential moving, commercial moving, office shifting, or house shifting, will settle it
all.



Our services
Pre-move planning:

Ready to move? Get our pre-move planning services. Our professional movers and consulters
will help you make all the decisions regarding shifting. You will get expert advice and
hassle-free pro-tips that will save both your time and energy in the process of shifting

Commercial and residential packing:

Whether shifting to an office or a new home, your luggage will be packed safely and securely by
our professional packers.

Packing:

All the packing will be done by experienced movers in a very professional way using 1st class
packing materials. We apply special packing tricks and make sure to shift all the items without
any damage even to long-distance shifting. You will be provided with the service of full packing,
partial packing, and customized packing for your moving.

Unpacking:

Once all the items are moved to the new place, you will face the new stress of unboxing and
making them settle. 1classmovinggroup will help you unpack all the items ensuring no damage
and will settle them in the new place according to your demand.

Storage:

In case of temporary storage, we will provide our storehouses where all your household or office
luggage is fully secured. All our storehouses are well ventilated and air-conditioned providing
full space for the items.

Long-distance moving:

We provide long-distance shifting service to our customers within the US. From state to state or
city to city, our team will follow you ensuring the safety of your luggage.

About us:
We began in Texas as a family-owned moving company 20 years ago. Valuing your time and
energy, we provide top-class professional movers that help you in your crucial time. The working
way of our friendly and professional team will act as a stress buster for you.

We are providing the services of pre-packing planning, packing, unpacking, storage, and
long-distance shifting to our customers for the past 20 years. Our professional movers are having
3+ years of experience in this field.



Our goal:
Moving has always been a stressful process. Our only goal is to be your helping partner in your
crucial time. Following today’s situation when there is a pandemic outbreak, everyone is having
a hard time in their own way. We are only here to relax you by providing reliable, authentic,
cost-effective, and convenient services for domestic, commercial, and long-distance moving.

Clients reviews:

“In this extreme hassle of the pandemic, I have to hurry shift my office luggage to my basement so I can

start working from home. It was a stressful decision in itself but more stress was to find a way to shift the

items. 1classmovinggroup were just a call away, they were on time, packed, moved, unpacked, and

settled all the office at home giving relief to my step. Highly recommended!”

Jay Georgi

Chicago

“The boys were just a call away when I had to shift my home from Boston to Washington DC. I
gave a quote and within 10 min, got the team. All packing was super, no damage seen. The

helping team aided in unpacking and setting the new home. Best team. Highly recommended!”

Andrea Henao

Washington DC

“Glad to find an experienced, knowledgeable, friendly, and trustworthy crew of movers who not
only moved all my house-hold objects but provided storage services because I couldn’t travel out
of the city for a week because of lockdown. Felt so relaxed with such big support at the crucial

time.”

Sabina Suljanovic

Dallax Tx

“Had no plan to hire any professionals when I was moving my mother to Newyork. We have to
leave with all our packing at 5 evening and due to certain issues, I couldn’t manage to be on

time. No packing was done and everything was falling out of place. I quote 1clasmoving group
team and ask for some help. It was unbelievable that the team was right there within 10 min and

packed all the stuff within an hour. We left for New York at the scheduled time.”

Mandy Laser

Dallax Tx

Let's be partners, throw your stress, we will put you in
relief by providing expert movers team
Relocate with us; let us pack and move for you


